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Periodic Properties of the 
Elements (1)

Chapter 7
Lecture 16
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE PERIODIC 
TABLE

The majority of elements readily form compounds and, 
consequently, are not found in nature in their elemental form. 
For centuries, therefore, scientists were unaware of their 
existence. During the early nineteenth century, advances in 
chemistry made it easier to isolate elements from their 
compounds. As a result, the number of known elements more 
than doubled from 31 in 1800 to 63 by 1865.

As the number of known elements increased, scientists began 
classifying them. In 1869, Dmitri Mendeleev in Russia and 
Lothar Meyer in Germany published nearly identical 
classification schemes. 

Both scientists noted that similar chemical and physical 
properties recur periodically when the elements are arranged in 
order of increasing atomic weight. Scientists at that time had 
no knowledge of atomic numbers.
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Mendeleev is given credit for advancing his ideas more 
vigorously and stimulating new work. His insistence 
that elements with similar characteristics be listed in 
the same column forced him to leave blank spaces in 
his table. 

For example, both gallium (Ga) and germanium (Ge) 
were unknown to Mendeleev. He boldly predicted 
their existence and properties, referring to them as 
eka-aluminum (“under” aluminum) and eka-silicon 
(“under” silicon), respectively, after the elements 
under which they appeared in his table. When these 
elements were discovered, their properties closely 
matched those predicted by Mendeleev.

4
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English physicist Henry Moseley (1887–1915) 
developed the concept of atomic numbers. 

Moseley correctly identified the atomic number as the 
number of protons in the nucleus of the atom.

The concept of atomic number clarified some problems 
in the periodic table of Moseley’s day, which was 
based on atomic weights.

For example, the atomic weight of Ar (atomic number 
18) is greater than that of K (atomic number 19), yet 
the chemical and physical properties of Ar are much 
more like those of Ne and Kr than those of Na and 
Rb. 
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The Periodic Table

8

However, when the elements are 
arranged in order of increasing atomic 
number, rather than increasing atomic 
weight, Ar and K appear in their correct 
places in the table.

Moseley’s studies also made it possible 
to identify “holes” in the periodic table, 
which led to the discovery of 
previously unknown elements.
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EFFECTIVE NUCLEAR CHARGE

Many properties of atoms depend on electron 
configuration and on how strongly the outer 
electrons in the atoms are attracted to the nucleus. 
Coulomb’s law tells us that the strength of the 
interaction between two electrical charges depends 
on the magnitudes of the charges and on the 
distance between them. 

Thus, the attractive force between an electron and the 
nucleus depends on the magnitude of the nuclear 
charge and on the average distance between the 
nucleus and the electron. The force increases as the 
nuclear charge increases and decreases as the 
electron moves farther from the nucleus.

1112

In a many-electron atom, each electron is simultaneously 
attracted to the nucleus and repelled by the other 
electrons. We can estimate the attractive force between 
any one electron and the nucleus by considering how the 
electron interacts with the average environment created 
by the nucleus and the other electrons in the atom.

We treat each electron as though it were moving in the net 
electric field created by the nucleus and the electron 
density of the other electrons. We view this net electric 
field as if it results from a single positive charge located 
at the nucleus, called the effective nuclear charge, Zeff. 

The effective nuclear charge acting on an electron in an 
atom is smaller than the actual nuclear charge (Zeff < Z ) 
because the effective nuclear charge includes the effect 
of the other electrons in the atom.
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In any many-electron atom, the inner electrons partially 
screen outer electrons from the attraction of the 
nucleus, and the relationship between Zeff and the 
number of protons in the nucleus, Z, is:

Zeff = Z - S
Where S is a positive number called the screening 

constant. It represents the portion of the nuclear 
charge that is screened from a valence electron by 
the other electrons in the atom. Because core 
electrons are most effective at screening a valence 
electron from the nucleus, the value of S is usually 
close to the number of core electrons in an atom. 

(Electrons in the same valence shell do not screen one 
another very effectively, therefore, they affect the 
value of S slightly).

14

Let’s look at the Na atom to see what to expect for the 
magnitude of Zeff. Sodium has the electron 
configuration [Ne]3s1 . The nuclear charge is (Z 
=11+), and there are 10 core electrons (1s22s22p6). We 
therefore expect S to equal 10 and the 3s electron to 
experience an effective nuclear charge of Zeff = 11 –
10 = 1+ . The situation is more complicated, however, 
because the 3s electron has a small probability of 
being closer to the nucleus, in the region occupied 
by the core electrons. 

Thus, there is a probability that this electron 
experiences a greater attraction than our simple  S = 
10 model suggests. This greater attraction turns out 
to increase the value of Zeff for the 3s electron in Na 
from our expected Zeff = 1+ to 2.5+ . In other words, 
the fact that the 3s electron spends some small 
amount of time close to the nucleus (penetration)  
changes the value of S from 10+ to 8.5+.

1516

For a many-electron atom, the energies of 
orbitals with the same  n value increase with 
increasing  l value. For example, in the 
carbon atom, electron configuration 
1s22s22p2 the energy of the 2p orbital is 
higher than that of the 2s orbital, even 
though both orbitals are in the same shell. 

The greater attraction (penetration) between 
the 2s electron and the nucleus leads to a 
lower energy for the 2s orbital than for the 2p 
orbital. The same reasoning explains the 
general trend in orbital energies (ns<np<nd) 
in many-electron atoms.
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Finally, let’s examine trends in valence-electron  Zeff values. 
The effective nuclear charge increases from left to right 
across any period of the periodic table. Although the 
number of core electrons stays the same across the 
period, the number of protons increases. The valence 
electrons added to counterbalance the increasing nuclear 
charge screen one another ineffectively. Thus, Zeff 
increases steadily. 

For example, the core electrons of lithium (1s22s1) screen 
the 2s valence electron from the nucleus fairly efficiently. 
Consequently, the valence electron experiences an 
effective nuclear charge of roughly (Zeff = 3-2 = 1+) . 

For beryllium (1s22s2) the effective nuclear charge 
experienced by each valence electron is larger because 
we now have four protons, however, each 2s electron 
only partially screens the other. Consequently, the 
effective nuclear charge experienced by each 2s electron 
is about  Zeff = 4 - 2 = 2+.

18

Going down a column, the effective nuclear charge 
experienced by valence electrons changes far less 
than it does across a period. For example, we would 
expect the effective nuclear charge experienced by 
the valence electrons in lithium and sodium to be 
about the same, roughly 3-2 = 1+ for lithium and 11-
10 = 1+ for sodium. 

In fact, however, the effective nuclear charge increases 
slightly as we go down a column because the more 
diffuse core electron cloud is less able to screen the 
valence electrons from the nuclear charge. In the 
case of the alkali metals, Zeff increases from 1.3+ for 
lithium, to 2.5+ for sodium, to 3.5+ for potassium.

Slater Empirical Rules for the Representative 
Elements

To calculate the screening constant, S, for electrons in s or 
p subshells, we do the following:

1. All electrons in shells higher than that of the electron 
under consideration contribute zero to screening 
constant.

2. Electrons in the same principal quantum level 
contribute 0.35 to S (just 0.3 for the 1s electrons).

3. Electrons in the (n-1) shell each contribute 0.85 to S.
4. Electrons in deeper shells contribute 1.0 to S.

S = 0.35*(# e having same n) + 0.85*(# e in {n-1}) + 1.0*(# e in 
inner shells)

19

Examples using Slater rules:
For the fluorine atom which has the electron configuration: 

1s22s22p5

S = 2*0.85 + 6*0.35 = 3.8
Zeff = 9 – 3.8 = 5.2

For the Ne atom with electron configuration:
1s22s22p6

S = 2*0.85 + 7*0.35 = 4.15
Zeff = 10 – 4.15 = 5.85

For the K atom with electron configuration:
1s22s22p63s23p64s1

S = 8*0.85 +10*1 = 16.8
Zeff = 19 – 16.8 = 2.2

20
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Periodic Trends in Effective Nuclear Charge 
Calculated by Slater Rules

HeH

1.71

NeFONCBBeLi

5.855.24.553.93.252.61.951.3

ArClSPSiAlMgNa

6.756.15.454.84.153.52.852.22122

Zeff CalculatedElectron ConfigurationElement

19 - [10(1.00) + 8(0.85)] 
= 2.20(1s2)(2s22p6)(3s23p6)(4s1)K

37 - [28(1.00) + 8(0.85)] 
= 2.20

(1s2)(2s22p6)(3s23p6)(3d10)(4s24p6)(5s1)Rb

55 - [46(1.00) + 8(0.85)] 
= 2.20

(1s2)(2s22p6)(3s23p6)(3d10)(4s24p6)(4d10)
(5s25p6)(6s1)Cs

29 - [10(1.00) + 
18(0.85)] = 3.70(1s2)(2s22p6)(3s23p6)(3d10)(4s1)Cu

47 - [28(1.00) + 
18(0.85)] = 3.70

(1s2)(2s22p6)(3s23p6)(3d10)(4s24p6)(4d10)
(5s1)Ag

79 - [60(1.00) + 
18(0.85)] = 3.70

(1s2)(2s22p6)(3s23p6)(3d10)(4s24p6)(4d10)
(4f14)(5s25p6)(5d10)(6s1)Au

Practice calculations of Zeff for S1 Electron 

23

SIZES OF ATOMS AND IONS
We often think of atoms as hard, spherical objects. 

According to the quantum mechanical model, however, 
atoms do not have sharply defined boundaries at which 
the electron distribution becomes zero. Nevertheless, we 
can define atomic size in several ways, based on the 
distances between atoms in various situations. 

Imagine a collection of argon atoms in the gas phase. When 
two of these atoms collide with each other, they reflect 
apart like colliding billiard balls. This reflection happens 
because the electron clouds of the colliding atoms 
cannot penetrate each other to any significant extent. The 
shortest distance separating the two nuclei during such 
collisions is twice the radii of the atoms. We call this 
radius the nonbonding atomic radius or the van der 
Waals radius.

24

We can define an atomic 
radius based on the distance 
separating the nuclei when 
two atoms are bonded to 
each other. The bonding 
atomic radius for any atom 
in a molecule is equal to half 
of the nucleus-to-nucleus 
distance, d.  

The bonding atomic radius 
(also known as the covalent 
radius) is shorter than the 
nonbonding atomic radius. 

We mean the bonding atomic 
radius when we speak of the 
“size” of an atom.

The bonding atomic radius
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Each element can be assigned a bonding atomic radius. For 
example, in the I2 molecule, the distance separating the 
nuclei is observed to be 2.66 Å, which means the bonding 
atomic radius of an iodine atom is 2.66/2 = 1.33 Å. 
Similarly, the distance separating adjacent carbon nuclei 
in diamond is 1.54 Å; thus, the bonding atomic radius of 
carbon is 0.77 Å. 

The bonding atomic radii of other elements can be similarly 
defined.  For helium and neon, the bonding atomic radii 
must be estimated because there are no known 
compounds of these elements.

Knowing atomic radii allows us to estimate bond lengths in 
molecules. For example, the bond length in Cl2 is 1.99 Å, 
so a bonding atomic radius of 0.99 Å is assigned to Cl. In 
CCl4 the measured length of the bond is 1.77 Å, very 
close to the sum of the bonding atomic radii of C and Cl 
(0.77 + 0.99Å).

26

Bonding atomic radii for periods 1 through 5

27

Natural gas used in home heating and cooking is odorless. 
Because natural gas leaks pose the danger of explosion or 
suffocation, various smelly substances are added to the gas to 
allow detection of a leak. One such substance is methyl 
mercaptan, CH3SH. Use the previous Figure to predict the 
lengths of the ,S-H, C-H, and C-S bonds in this molecule. 

We will assume that each bond length is the sum of the bonding 
atomic radii of the two atoms involved.

S-H bond length = 1.02Å + 0.37 Å = 1.39Å
C-H bond length = 0.77Å + 0.37 Å = 1.14Å
C-S bond length = bonding atomic radius of C + bonding atomic 

radius of S
C-S = 0.77Å + 1.02 Å = 1.79Å

28

Using the previous Figure, predict which 
is longer, the bond in PBr3 or the bond  
in AsCl3.

P-Br = 1.06Å + 1.14Å = 2.20Å
As-Cl = 1.19Å + 0.99Å = 2.18Å
Answer: P-Br bond is longer
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Periodic Trends in Atomic Radii

30

Periodic Trends in Atomic Radii

The previous Figure shows two interesting trends:
1. Within each group, bonding atomic radius tends to 

increase from top to bottom.
This trend results primarily from the increase in the 

principal quantum number (n) of the outer electrons. As 
we go down a column, the outer electrons have a greater 
probability of being farther from the nucleus, causing the 
atomic radius to increase.

2. Within each period, bonding atomic radius tends to 
decrease from left to right. The major factor influencing 
this trend is the increase in effective nuclear charge Zeff
across a period. The increasing effective nuclear charge 
steadily draws the valence electrons closer to the 
nucleus, causing the bonding atomic radius to decrease.

Remember that electrons in the same shell screen each othe very 
ineffectively.

Periodic Trends in Effective Nuclear Charge

HeH

1.71

NeFONCBBeLi

5.855.24.553.93.252.61.951.3

ArClSPSiAlMgNa

6.756.15.454.84.153.52.852.2
3132

Referring to a periodic table, arrange (as much as possible) 
the atoms 15P, 16S, 33As, and 34Se in order of increasing 
size. (Atomic numbers are given to help you locate the 
atoms quickly in the table.)

We can use the two periodic trends just described to help 
with this problem.

P and S are in the same period, with S to the right of P. 
Therefore, we expect the radius of S to be smaller than 
that of P because radii decrease as we move across a 
period. 

Likewise, the radius of Se is expected to be smaller than 
that of As. As is directly below P, and Se is directly below 
S. We expect, therefore, the radius of P to be smaller than 
that of As and the radius of S to be smaller than that of 
Se.
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Thus, so far we can say  S<P, P<As, S<Se, Se<As. 

We can therefore conclude that S has the smallest 
radius and As has the largest radius and so can 
write: S<?<?<As

Going from P to Se in the periodic table, we move 
down (radius tends to increase) and to the right 
(radius tends to decrease). If you examine the figure 
carefully, you will discover that for the s- and p-block 
elements the increase in radius moving down a 
column tends to be the greater effect. Therefore, can 
guess that P<Se and so can write: S<P<Se<As

35

Arrange 11Na, 4Be, and 12Mg in order of 
increasing atomic radius.

From the periodic table:

Mg<Na since Mg is to the right of Na in the 
same period

Be<Mg since Mg is lower than Mg in the same 
group

Therefore we can write: Be<Mg<Na

36
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Periodic Trends in Atomic Radii

The following Figure shows two interesting trends:
1. Within each group, bonding atomic radius tends to 

increase from top to bottom.
This trend results primarily from the increase in the 

principal quantum number (n) of the outer electrons. As 
we go down a column, the outer electrons have a greater 
probability of being farther from the nucleus, causing the 
atomic radius to increase.

This may seem to contradict behavior expected from values 
of Zeff, which increases when moving down a column, 
suggesting that radius should also be reduced. However, 
we should remember that Zeff increases only slightly 
when moving down a column, and the major factor 
affecting the atomic radii, in this case, is the value of the 
principal quantum number.

2. Within each period, bonding atomic radius tends to 
decrease from left to right. The major factor 
influencing this trend is the increase in effective 
nuclear charge Zeff across a period. 

The increasing effective nuclear charge steadily draws 
the valence electrons closer to the nucleus, causing 
the bonding atomic radius to decrease.

Remember that in a period, we are adding extra 
electrons in the same shell. Since electrons in the 
same shell screen each other very ineffectively, the 
Zeff increases through the period due to an increase 
in nuclear charge, thus forcing radii to become 
smaller.

38

39

Periodic Trends in Atomic Radii
Relation with Zeff

40

Periodic Trends in Ionic Radii
Just as bonding atomic radii can be determined from interatomic 

distances in molecules, ionic radii can be determined from 
interatomic distances in ionic compounds. The size of an ion 
depends on its effective uclear charge:

Negative ions (anions) are expected to be larger than neutral 
atoms because addition of an electron decreases the Zeff due to 
e-e repulsion and screening. As added electrons are increased, 
repulsion between electrons increases as well, resulting in 
larger anions.

Positive ions (cations) have larger Zeff since some electrons are 
removed, thus increasing attraction to the nucleus which 
results in smaller radii. As more electrons are removed the Zeff
increases and smaller ions result.

A positive ion is much smaller when removal of electrons results 
in outer empty shells.
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For example:
O2- is larger than O
O: 1s22s22p4

Zeff (O) = 8 – {5*0.35 + 2*0.85) = 4.55
Zeff (O2-: 1s22s22p6)= 8 – (7*0.35 +2*0.85) = 3.85

Na is larger than Na+ 

Na: ,1s22s22p63s1

Zeff (Na) = 11 – (8*0.85 +2*1.0) = 2.2 

Zeff (Na+: 1s22s22p6) = 11 – (7*0.35 +2*0.85) = 6.85

See the large increase in Zeff when Na is converted to 
Na+

41

When a cation is formed from a neutral atom, 
electrons are removed from the occupied 
atomic orbitals that are the most spatially 
extended from the nucleus. Also, the number 
of electron–electron repulsions is reduced. 
Therefore, cations are smaller than their 
parent atoms. 

The opposite is true of anions. When electrons 
are added to an atom to form an anion, the 
increased electron–electron repulsions 
cause the electrons to spread out more in 
space. Thus, anions are larger than their 
parent atoms.

42

4344

For ions carrying the same charge, ionic radius 
increases as we move down a group in the periodic 
table. In other words, as the principal quantum number 
of the outermost occupied orbital of an ion increases, 
the radius of the ion increases.
Group 6A anions are larger than group 7A anions since 
two electrons are added to 6A group while only one 
electron is added to group 7A. e-e repulsion is the 
reason.
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a. Arrange Mg2+ , Ca2+, and Ca in order of decreasing radius.

Cations are smaller than their parent atoms, and so:
Ca2+<Ca
Also Mg2+ < Ca2+

Since Ca is below Mg in group 2A, (the outermost shell 
in Ca has a larger n) 

Therefore Mg2+<Ca2+<Ca

b. Which of the following atoms and ions is largest: S2-, S, O2-?

S<S2- since the anion is larger than the neutral atom
O2-<S2- since S occurs below O
Therefore S2- is the largest of the three species

46

The Isoelectronic Series
An isoelectronic series is a group of ions all containing the same 

number of electrons. For example, each ion in the isoelectronic 
series O2

2-, F-, Na+, Mg2+ Al3+, has 10 electrons. In any 
isoelectronic series we can list the members in order of 
increasing atomic number; therefore, nuclear charge increases 
as we move through the series. Because the number of 
electrons remains constant, ionic radius decreases with 
increasing nuclear charge as the electrons are more strongly 
attracted to the nucleus.

Ionic Radius Trends of an Isoelectronic 
Series from Zeff

Trends in ionic radius of an isoelectronic series can be 
directly derived from Zeff. For example: The 
isoelectronic series: O2-, F-, Na+, Mg2+, and Al3+ , all 
have the electronic structure: 1s22s22p6 . However, 

Zeff (O2-) = 8 – (7*0.35 +2*0.85) = 3.85 1.26 Å
Zeff (F-) = 9 – (7*0.35 +2*0.85) =  4.85 1.19 Å
Zeff (Na+) = 11 – (7*0.35 +2*0.85) = 6.85 1.16 Å
Zeff (Mg2+) = 12 – (7*0.35 +2*0.85) = 7.85 0.86 Å
Zeff (Al3+) = 13 – (7*0.35 +2*0.85) = 8.85 0.68 Å

Therefore, the decrease in ionic radius in an 
isoelectronic series is related  to an increase in Zeff 
or simply the atomic number.

4748

Arrange the ions S2-, Ca2+, Cl- and K+ in order of 
decreasing size. 

This is an isoelectronic series, with all ions having 18 
electrons. In such a series, size decreases as 
nuclear charge (or simply atomic number) increases 
(since the S factor is the same). The atomic numbers 
of the ions are S =16, Cl =17, K =19, Ca = 20. 

Arranging the species in terms of increasing atomic 
number (nuclear charge):

S2-<Cl- <K+<Ca2+

Therefore, ioinc radii are as follows: S2->Cl- >K+>Ca2+
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IONIZATION ENERGY
The ease with which electrons can be removed from an atom or 

ion has a major impact on chemical behavior. The ionization 
energy of an atom or ion is the minimum energy required to 
remove an electron from the ground state of the isolated 
gaseous atom or ion. The first ionization energy, I1, is the 
energy needed to remove the first electron from a neutral atom. 
For example, the first ionization energy for the sodium atom is 
the energy required for the process:

Na(g) g Na+(g) + e-

The second ionization energy, I2, is the energy needed to remove 
the second electron, and so forth, for successive removals of 
additional electrons. Thus, I2 for the sodium atom is the energy 
associated with the process:

Na+(g) g Na2+(g) + e-

The greater the ionization energy, the more difficult it is to remove 
an electron.

50

Variations in Successive Ionization 
Energies

Notice that ionization energies for a given element 
increase as successive electrons are removed: 
I3>I2>I1, and so forth. This trend exists because with 
each successive removal, an electron is being pulled 
away from an increasingly more positive ion, 
requiring increasingly more energy.

A second important feature is that a sharp increase in 
ionization energy occurs when an inner-shell 
electron is removed. For example, consider silicon, 
1s22s22p63s23p2.  The ionization energies increase 
steadily from 786 kJ/mol to 4356 kJ/mol for the four 
electrons in the 3s and 3p subshells. Removal of the 
fifth electron, which comes from the inner shell, 
requires a great deal more energy 16,091 kJ/mol.

51

The large increase occurs because the 2p electron is 
much more likely to be found close to the nucleus 
than are the four n=3 electrons and, therefore, the 2p 
electron experiences a much greater effective 
nuclear charge than do the 3s and 3p electrons.

Zeff (Si+) = 14 – (3*0.35 + 8*0.85 +2*1.0) = 4.15
Zeff (Si2+) = 14 – (2*0.35 + 2*0.85 +2*1.0) = 4.5
Zeff (Si3+) = 14 – (1*0.35 + 8*0.85 +2*1.0) = 4.85
Zeff (Si4+) = 14 – (8*0.85 +2*1.0) = 5.2
Zeff (Si5+) = 14 – (7*0.35 +2*0.85) = 9.85
In addition, the removal of the 5th electron in Si 

requires the breakdown of the stable noble gas 
structure, which requires much energy.

52
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Every element exhibits a large increase 
in ionization energy when one of its 
inner electrons is removed. This 
observation supports the idea that only 
the outermost electrons are involved in 
the sharing and transfer of electrons 
that give rise to chemical bonding and 
reactions. 

The inner electrons are too tightly bound 
to the nucleus to be lost from the atom 
or even shared with another atom.

54

Which element: Na, Ca, or S has the largest second 
ionization energy?

The locations of the elements in the periodic table 
allow us to predict the electron configurations. The 
greatest ionization energies involve removal of core 
electrons.

Thus, we should look first for an element with only one 
electron in the outermost occupied shell.

The second ionization energy of Na is associated with 
the removal of a core electron. 

The other elements, S and Ca have two or more 
valence electrons. Thus, Na should have the largest 
second ionization energy.

Which element has the greater third 
ionization energy, Ca or S?

When 3 electrons are removed from S, 
we do not reach the core electrons yet. 
However, the removal of the third 
electron from Ca must be from the core 
electrons, therefore Ca should have a 
larger 3rd ionization energy than S.

5556

The Periodic Table
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Periodic Trends in First Ionization 
Energies

The important trends are as follows:
1. I1 generally increases as we move across a period. 

The alkali metals show the lowest ionization energy 
in each period, and the noble gases show the 
highest. There are slight irregularities in this trend 
that we will discuss shortly.

2. I1 generally decreases as we move down any column 
in the periodic table. 

3. The s- and p-block elements show a larger range of 
I1 values than do the transition-metal elements. 
Generally, the ionization energies of the transition 
metals and f-block elements increase slowly from 
left to right in a period. 

58

59

In general, smaller atoms have higher 
ionization energies. The same factors that 
influence atomic size also influence 
ionization energies. The energy needed to 
remove an electron from the outermost 
occupied shell depends on both the effective 
nuclear charge and the average distance of 
the electron from the nucleus. 

Either increasing the effective nuclear charge 
or decreasing the distance from the nucleus 
increases the attraction between the electron 
and the nucleus. As this attraction increases, 
it becomes more difficult to remove the 
electron and, thus, the ionization energy 
increases. 

As we move across a period, there is 
both an increase in effective nuclear 
charge and a decrease in atomic 
radius, causing the ionization energy to 
increase (in good agreement with Zeff).

As we move down a column, the atomic 
radius increases. Thus, the attraction 
between the nucleus and the electron 
decreases, causing the ionization 
energy to decrease (In contradiction 
with Zeff).

60
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First Ionization Energy and Zeff
Going through a period results in increased 

values of Zeff, which is reflected in an 
increase in I1 as well. This is expected and 
can be easily understood.

However, going down a group although 
increases Zeff, the ionization energy is 
decreased. We attribute this to an increase in 
atom size. 

Quantitatively, how can this trend be interpreted?

61

Slater Empirical Rules for d Block 
Elements

To calculate the screening constant, S, for electrons in d 
subshells, we do the following:

1. Group your orbitals as follows: 
(1s)(2s2p)(3s3p)(3d)(4s4p)(4d)(4f)(5s5p)(5d)(5f)……

2. All electrons in shells higher than that of the electron 
under consideration contribute zero to screening constant.

3. An electrons in the same d subshell contributes 0.35 to S.
4. Electrons left to d subshell each contribute 1.0 to S.

S = 0.35*(# e in same d subshell) + 1.0*(# e to the left of d 
subshell)

62

For 21Sc, Zeff for an electron in 4s orbital:
(1s2)(2s22p6)(3s23p6)(3d1)(4s2)
S = 1*0.35 + 9*0.85 + 10*1.0 = 18
Zeff = 21 – 18 = 3

For 21Sc, Zeff for an electron in 3d orbital:
(1s2)(2s22p6)(3s23p6)(3d1)(4s2)
S = 18*1.0 = 18
Zeff = 21 – 18 = 3
Therefore the energy of the 4s and 3d in Sc are 

comparable. 
63

The 4s sublevel is only lower in energy if there are 
no electrons in the 3d subshell. According to the 
Aufbau principle (n+l), the 4s sublevel is filled 
before the 3d sublevel because the 4s is lower in 
energy. 

As the 3d sublevel becomes populated with 
electrons, the relative energies of the 4s and 3d 
fluctuate relative to one another and the 4s ends 
up higher in energy as the 3d sublevel fills (see 
following examples). This is why when electrons 
are lost from the orbitals of the transition metals, 
they are lost from the 4s first, since it is higher 
in energy.

64
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For 22Ti, Zeff for an electron in 4s orbital:
(1s2)(2s22p6)(3s23p6)(3d2)(4s2)
S = 1*0.35 + 10*0.85 + 10*1.0 = 18.85
Zeff = 22 – 18.85 = 3.15

For 22Ti, Zeff for an electron in 3d orbital:
(1s2)(2s22p6)(3s23p6)(3d2)(4s2)
S = 1*0.35 + 18*1.0 = 18.35
Zeff = 22 – 18.35 = 3.65
Therefore, the energy of the 3d should be 

slightly lower than that of the  4s. 
65

For 27Ni, Zeff for an electron in 4s orbital:
(1s2)(2s22p6)(3s23p6)(3d7)(4s2)
S = 1*0.35 + 15*0.85 + 10*1.0 = 23.1
Zeff = 27 – 23.1 = 3.9

For 27Ni, Zeff for an electron in 3d orbital:
(1s2)(2s22p6)(3s23p6)(3d7)(4s2)
S = 6*0.35 + 18*1.0 = 20.1
Zeff = 27 – 20.1 = 6.9
Therefore, the energy of the 3d is definitely, 

lower than that of the  4s. 
66

Calculate  Zeff for a 4s and a 3d electron in 30Zn
Determine the electron configuration for Zn

(1s)2(2s, 2p)8(3s, 3p)8(3d)10(4s)2

For a 4s electron: 
Establish the screening constant for the 4s electron
S = (1 x 0.35) + (18 x 0.85) + (10x1.00) = 25.65
Zeff= Z-S = 30-25.65 = 4.35

For a 3d electron (all electrons to the left of the d contribute 1.0 to 
S): (1s)2(2s, 2p)8(3s, 3p)8(3d)10(4s)2

S = (9 x 0.35) + (18 x 1.00) = 21.15
Zeff = Z-S = 30-21.15 = 8.85

Therefore, the energy of the 3d is definitely, and obviously, 
lower than that of the  4s. 

67

Energy of an Electron
E = -(Zeff/n*)2 * 13.6 eV = -(Zeff/n*)2 * 1310 kJ/mol

Where n* is the effective principal number, where:

1 eV = 96 kJ/mol

I1 = -E = +ve value

68

654321n =
4.24.03.7321n*=
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Ru: Z = 44 : (1s2) (2s2 2p6) (3s2 3p6) (3d10) (4s2 4p6) (4d7) (5s1)

S(1s2) = 1 * 0.3 = 0.3
S(2s2 2p6) = 7 * 0.35 + 2 * 0.85 = 4.15
S(3s2 3p6) = 7 * 0.35 + 8 * 0.85 + 2 * 1.00 = 11.25
S(3d10) = 9 * 0.35 + 8 * 1.00 + 8 * 1.00 + 2 * 1.00 = 21.15
S(4s2 4p6) = 7 * 0.35 + 18 * 0.85 + 8 * 1.00 + 2 * 1.00 = 27.75
S(4d7) = 6 * 0.35 + 8 * 1.00 + 18 * 1.00 + 8 * 1.0 + 2 * 1.00 = 38.1
S(5s1) = 15 * 0.85 + 18 * 1.00 + 8 * 1.00 + 2 * 1.00 = 40.75
Zeff = Z - S
Zeff(1s2) = 44 - 0.3 = 43.7
Zeff(2s2 2p6) = 44 - 4.15 = 39.85
Zeff(3s2 3p6) = 44 - 11.25 = 32.75
Zeff(3d10) = 44 - 21.15 = 22.85
Zeff(4s2 4p6) = 44 - 27.75 = 16.25
Zeff(4d7) = 44 - 38.1 = 5.9
Zeff(5s1) = 44 - 40.75 = 3.25
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For 49In: [Kr]4d10 5s2 5p1

1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 3d10 4s2 4p6 4d10 5s2 5p1

Slater group:
(1s)2 (2s 2p)8 (3s 3p)8 (3d)10 (4s 4p)8 (4d)10 (5s 5p)3

Shielding constant:
S (1s2) = 0.3
S (2s2 2p6) = 4.15
S (3s2 3p6) = 11.25
S (3d10) = 21.15
S (4s2 4p6) = 27.75
S (4d10) = 39.15
S (5s2 5p1) = 44

Effective nuclear charge:
Zeff (1s2) = 48.7
Zeff (2s2 2p6) = 44.85
Zeff (3s2 3p6) = 37.75
Zeff (3d10) = 27.85
Zeff (4s2 4p6) = 21.25
Zeff (4d10) = 9.85
Zeff (5s2 5p1) = 5
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Calculate the first ionization energy for He.
For He (1s2) we have, S = 1*0.30 = 0.30
Zeff = 2 – 0.30 =1.7
E for each electron of He = -(1.7/1)2*13.6 = -39.3 eV

For He+ (1s1) we have S = 0 and Zeff = 2
E for the e in He+ = -(2/1)2*13.6 = -54.4 eV
I1 = E(He+) – E(He)
I1 = -54.4 –(2*-39.3) = +24.2 eV

I1 = -13.6[{1(Zeff /n*)2 1s}He+ - {2(Zeff /n*)2 1s}He0]
I1 = -13.6[{1(2/1)2 1s}He+ - {2(1.7/1)2 1s}He0]
Therefore, the first ionization energy for He is +24.2 eV = 2320 

kJ/mol. The experimental value is 2370 kJ/mol
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Calculate the first ionization energy for  Li.
For 3Li: 1s22s1

For Li+ we have: 1s2

Therefore, electrons in 1s are common for both species 
and are thus assumed to contribute the same 
amount to I1.

Zeff (2s) = 3 – 2*0.85 = 1.3

I1 = -13.6[{2(Zeff /n*)2 1s}Li+ - {2(Zeff /n*)2 1s}Li0 + {1* (Zeff /n*)2 2s}Li0]
I1 = +13.6*{1* (Zeff /n*)2 2s}Li0] 
I1 = +13.6*{(1.3/2)2} = +5.75 eV = 552 kJ/mol
(True value about 520 kJ/mol)

72
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Calculate the first ionization energy for Na. 

For 11Na: 1s22s22p63s1

For Na+ we have: 1s22s22p6

Therefore, electrons in 1s22s22p6 are common for both 
species and are thus assumed to contribute the 
same amount to I1.

Zeff (3s) = 11- {8*0.85 + 2*1.0} = 2.2

I1 = +13.6*{1* (Zeff /n*)2 3s}Li0] 
I1 = +13.6*{(2.2/3)2} = +7.31 eV = 702 kJ/mol
(True value about 495 kJ/mol). Therefore, Slater Zeff is 

just an approximation.
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Calculate the first ionization energy for Ca.
The electron configuration for Ca is 1s22s22p63s23p64s2.
Ca+ : is 1s22s22p63s23p64s1

Therefore, electrons in 1s22s22p63s23p6 are common for both 
species and are thus assumed to contribute the same amount 
to I1.

Zeff (for either of the two  4s e) = 20 – (10*1.00+8*0.85+1*0.35) = 2.85
Zeff (for the single e in 4s) = 20 – {10*1.00+ 8*0.85} = 3.2

I1 = ECa
+ -ECa

0

I1 = -13.6[{1(Zeff /n*)2 4s}Ca+ - {2(Zeff /n*)24s}Ca0]
I1 = -13.6[{1(3.2/3.7)2 4s}Ca+ - {2(2.85/3.7)2 4s}Ca0]

Therefore, the first ionization energy for Ca is +5.97 eV or 573 
kJ/mol. The experimental value is 590 kJ/mol
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Calculate the first ionization energy (I1) of a fluorine atom in the 
gas phase:

F0 : (1s2)(2s22p5)
F+ : (1s2)(2s22p4)
Therefore, electrons in 1s2 are common for both species and are 

thus assumed to contribute the same amount to I1.
Zeff for one e- in (2s, 2p) of F0 = 9 – {6*0.35+2*0.85} = 5.20
Zeff for one e- in (2s, 2p) of F+ = 9 – {5*0.35 + 2*0.85} = 5.55

I1 = EF
+ - EF

0

I1 = -13.6[{6(Zeff /n*)22s,2p}F+ - {7(Zeff /n*)22s,2p}F0]
= -13.6[{6(5.55/2)2} – {7(5.20/2)2}] = -13.6[46.20 – 47.32]= +15.2 eV
Compare to experimental +18 eV
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Calculation of Zeff from I1
It may be a better approach to calculate Zeff from I1:
For Na, the I1 value is 495 kJ/mol which can be easily 

determined from experimental data: I1 = -E of e
I1 = +(Zeff/n*)2*1310  (units in kJ/mol)
495 = +(Zeff/3)2*1310
Zeff = 1.84
One can also calculate Zeff for inner electrons:
For example, the ionization energy for the 1s electron 

in Na is 1.39*105 kJ/mol, then:

1.39*105 = (Zeff/1)2*1310
Zeff = 10.3
76
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Calculate Zeff for the 4s electron in 19K provided that the 
first ionization energy of K is 419kJ/mol.

419 = (Zeff/4)2*1310
Zeff = 2.26

I hope you can appreciate now that the effective 
nuclear charge does increase, although slightly, 
when going down a group.

We can look at the trend of first ionization potential 
down a group  as a reflection of electrostatic 
potential energy:

I1 α Zeff*qe/r 
The main factor affecting I1 is how far the electron is 

(larger n) from the nucleus. 7778

Irregularities in I1 Across a Period

79

The irregularities in a given period are slight but still 
readily explained. For example, the decrease in 
ionization energy from beryllium ([He]2s2  to boron 
([He]2s22p1, occurs because the third valence 
electron of B must occupy the 2p subshell, which is 
empty for Be. Recall that the 2p subshell is at a 
higher energy than the 2s subshell. 

The decrease in ionization energy when moving from 
nitrogen [He]2s22p3 to oxygen ([He]2s22p4  (is 
because of the repulsion of paired electrons in the p4

configuration. 

Remember that according to Hund’s rule, each electron 
in the  p3 configuration resides in a different  p 
orbital, which minimizes the electron–electron
repulsion among the three 2p electrons.

Summary of xceptions to First Ionization Energy 
Trends

1) ns2 > np1 e.g. 4Be > 5B and 12Mg>13Al: WHY? - The 
energy of an electron in an np orbital is greater than 
the energy of an electron in its respective ns 
orbital. Therefore, it requires less energy to remove 
the first electron in a p orbital than it is to remove 
one from a filled s orbital.

2) np3 > np4 e.g. 7N > 8O and 15P>16S: WHY? - After the 
separate degenerate orbitals have been filled with 
single electrons, the fourth electron must be 
paired. The electron-electron repulsion makes it 
easier to remove the outermost, paired electron.

80
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Referring to a periodic table, arrange the atoms Ne, Na, 
P, Ar, and K in order of increasing first ionization 
energy.

Ionization energy increases as we move left to right 
across a period and decreases as we move down a 
group. 

Because Na, P, and Ar are in the same period, we 
expect I1 to vary in the order Na<P<Ar . Because Ne
is above Ar in group 8A, we expect Ar<Ne. Similarly, 
K is directly below Na in group 1A, and so we expect 
K<Na.

From these observations, we conclude that the 
ionization energies follow the order: K<Na<P<Ar<Ne

82

The Periodic Table
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Which has the lowest first ionization energy, B, Al, C, 
or Si? Which has the highest?

Boron occurs above Al, therefore the ionization 
potential for Al<B.

Carbon occurs above Si, therefore the ionization 
potential for Si<C.

C occurs after B, therefore B<C
Si occurs after Al, therefore the ionization potential for 

Al<Si

Overall, carbon has the highest I1 while Al has the 
lowest I1.
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Electron Configurations of 
Ions

When electrons are removed from an atom to form a cation, they 
are always removed first from the occupied orbitals having the 
largest principal quantum number, n. For example, when one 
electron is removed from a lithium atom (1s1 electron):

Li: 1s22s1 g Li+ : 1s2 + e

Likewise, when two electrons are removed from Fe:
Fe: [Ar]3d64s2 g Fe2+ : [Ar]3d6 + 2e

If an additional electron is removed, forming Fe3+, it comes from a 
3d orbital because all the orbitals with n = 4 are empty:

Fe2+ : [Ar]3d6 g Fe3+ : [Ar]3d5 + e
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The Periodic Table
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It may seem odd that 4s electrons are removed before 
3d electrons in forming transition-metal cations. 
However, we always take electrons from the 
outermost orbital (remember that working through a 
period of transition metals, s orbital becomes higher 
in energy than d orbital, a consequence of increased 
Zeff felt by d electrons).

If there is more than one occupied subshell for a given 
value of n, the electrons are first removed from the 
orbital with the highest value of l (fgs). For example, 
a tin atom loses its 5p electrons before it loses its 5s 
electrons:

Sn: [Kr]4d105s25p2 g Sn2+: [Kr]4d105s2 + 2e
Sn2+: [Kr]4d105s2 g Sn4+: [Kr]4d10 + 2e
Sn: [Kr]4d105s25p2 g Sn4+: [Kr]4d10 + 4e

87

Electrons added to an atom to form an anion are added 
following the same rules as the neutral atoms 
(Aufbau (lowest (n+l)). For example, an electron 
added to a fluorine atom to form the ion goes into 
the one remaining vacancy in the 2p subshell:

F: 1s22s22p5 + e g F-: 1s22s22p6

Do Cr3+ and V2+ have the same or different electron 
configurations?

Both have the same electronic configuration:
Cr3+: [Ar]3d3 (two electrons are lost from 4s and one 

electron lost from 3d) and V2+: [Ar]3d3 (two electrons 
are lost from 4s ).

88

The Periodic Table
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a. Write the electron configuration for (a) Ca2+, (b) Co3+, 
and (c) S2-.

Ca2+ : [Ar], the atom loses the two electrons in the 4s2

Co3+ : [Ar]3d6

S2- : [Ne]3s23p6 = [Ar]

b. Write the electron configuration for (a) Ga3+, (b) Cr3+, 
and (c) Br-.

Ga3+ : [Ar]3d10

Cr3+ : [Ar]3d3

Br- : [Ar]3d104s24p6 = [Kr]

90

ELECTRON AFFINITIES
The first ionization energy of an atom is a measure of the 

energy change associated with removing an electron 
from the gaseous atom to form a cation. For example, the 
first ionization energy of Cl(g), 1251 kJ/mol, is the energy 
change associated with the process: 

Ionization energy: Cl(g) g Cl+ (g) + e  ∆E = 1251 kJ/mol

The positive ionization energy means that energy must be 
put into the atom to remove the electron. 

Most atoms can also gain electrons to form anions. The 
energy change that occurs when an electron is added to 
a gaseous atom is called the electron affinity because it 
measures the attraction, or affinity, of the atom for the 
added electron. For most atoms, energy is released when 
an electron is added. 
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For example, the addition of an electron to a chlorine 
atom is accompanied by an energy change of -349 
kJ/mol, the negative sign indicating that energy is 
released during the process. We therefore say that 
the electron affinity of Cl is -349 kJ/mol.

Electron affinity: Cl(g) + e g Cl- (g) ∆E = -349 kJ/mol

It is important to understand the difference between 
ionization energy and electron affinity: Ionization 
energy measures the ease with which an atom  loses 
an electron, whereas electron affinity measures the 
ease with which an atom gains an electron.

92

The greater the attraction between an atom and 
an added electron, the more negative the 
atom’s electron affinity. For some elements, 
such as the noble gases, the electron affinity 
has a positive value, meaning that the anion 
is higher in energy than are the separated 
atom and electron:

Electron affinity: Ar(g) + e g Ar- (g) ∆E > 0

The fact that the electron affinity is positive 
means that an electron will not attach itself 
to an Ar atom; the ion is unstable and Ar-

does not form.
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The electron affinities for the  s- and  p-block elements of the first 
five periods are shown in the next Figure. Notice that the trends 
are not as evident as they are for ionization energy. 

The halogens, which are one electron deficient for a filled p 
subshell, have the most-negative electron affinities. By gaining 
an electron, a halogen atom forms a stable anion that has a 
noble-gas configuration. 

The addition of an electron to a noble gas, however, requires that 
the electron resides in a higher-energy subshell that is empty in 
the atom. Because occupying a higher-energy subshell is 
energetically unfavorable, the electron affinity is highly 
positive. 

The electron affinities of Be and Mg are positive for the same 
reason; the added electron would reside in a previously empty 
p subshell that is higher in energy.
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Overall Trends and Irregularities in Electron 
Affinity

1. Moving down a group, electron affinity decreases.
2. Moving across a period, electron affinity increases.

Among nonmetals, however, the elements in the 
first period have lower electron affinities than the 
elements below them in their respective groups.

Elements with electron configurations of ns2, np3, and 
np6 have positive or small electron affinities because 
they are stable. In other words instead of energy 
being given off, some  elements (e.g. Be, N, Ne) 
actually require an input of energy in order to gain 
electrons.
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The electron affinities of the group 5A 
elements are interesting. Because these 
elements have half-filled  p subshells, the 
added electron must be put in an orbital that 
is already occupied, resulting in larger 
electron–electron repulsions. Consequently, 
these elements have electron affinities that 
are either positive (N) or less negative than 
the electron affinities of their neighbors to 
the left (P, As, Sb).  

In addition, group IIB (nd10) elements have 
positive electron affinities since the added e 
will occupy a higher energy p orbital.  
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Electron affinities do not change greatly as we move 
down a group. For F, for instance, the added electron 
goes into a 2p orbital, for Cl a 3p orbital, for Br a 4p 
orbital, and so forth. 

As we proceed from F to I, therefore, the average 
distance between the added electron and the 
nucleus steadily increases, therefore,  the orbital 
that holds the outermost electron is increasingly 
spread out and the electron–electron repulsions are 
also reduced. However, this is counteracted with 
minor increases in effective nuclear charge.

Overall, electron affinity decreases slightly as we 
proceed from F to I or through down group 1A.

98
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METALS, NONMETALS, AND 
METALLOIDS

Atomic radii, ionization energies, and electron affinities 
are properties of individual atoms. With the 
exception of the noble gases, however, none of the 
elements exist in nature as individual atoms. To get 
a broader understanding of the properties of 
elements, we must also examine periodic trends in 
properties that involve large collections of atoms.

The elements can be broadly grouped as metals, 
nonmetals, and metalloids. Some of the 
distinguishing properties of metals and nonmetals 
are summarized in the following TABLE.

103104
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The more an element exhibits the 
physical and chemical properties of 
metals, the greater its metallic 
character. 

The metallic character generally 
increases as we proceed down a group 
of the periodic table.

The metallic character decreases as we 
proceed right across a period. 

106

Metals
Physical Characteristics of Metals:

1. Most metallic elements exhibit the shiny luster we associate 
with metals. 

2. Metals conduct heat and electricity. In general they are 
malleable (can be pounded into thin sheets) and ductile (can be 
drawn into wires). 

3. All metals are solids at room temperature except mercury 
(melting point =-39 °C) , which is a liquid at room temperature. 
Two metals melt at slightly above room temperature, cesium at 
28.4 oC and gallium at 29.8 oC . 

4. At the other extreme, many metals melt at very high 
temperatures. For example, chromium melts at 1900 °C and 
tungsten melts at about 3500 oC.
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Other Characteristics of Metals

1. Metals tend to have low ionization energies and 
therefore tend to form cations relatively easily. As a 
result, metals are oxidized (lose electrons) when 
they undergo chemical reactions. 

2. Compounds made up of a metal and a nonmetal tend 
to be ionic substances. For example, most metal 
oxides and halides are ionic solids.

2Ni(s) + O2(g) g 2NiO(s)
3. Most metal oxides are basic. Those that dissolve in 

water react to form metal hydroxides, as in the 
following examples:

Na2O(s) + H2O(l) g 2NaOH(aq)
CaO(s) + H2O(l) g Ca(OH)2 (aq)

108

The basicity of metal oxides is due to the oxide 
ion, which reacts with water:

O2- (aq) + H2O(l) g 2OH- (aq)

Even metal oxides that are insoluble in water 
demonstrate their basicity by reacting with 
acids to form a salt plus water: 

Metal oxide + acid g salt + water
NiO(s) + 2HNO3g H2O(l) + Ni(NO3)2(aq) 
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1. a) Would you expect scandium oxide to be a solid, liquid, or 
gas at room temperature?  b) Write the balanced chemical 
equation for the reaction of scandium oxide with nitric acid.

(a) Because scandium oxide is the oxide of a metal, we expect it to 
be an ionic solid. 

(b)In compounds, scandium has a charge, 3+, and the oxide ion is 
O2-. Consequently, the formula of scandium oxide is Sc2O3.  
Metal oxides tend to be basic and, therefore, to react with acids 
to form a salt plus water. In this case the salt is scandium 
nitrate, Sc(NO3)3:

Sc2O3 (s) + 6HNO3 g 3H2O(l) + Sc(NO3)3(aq) 

2. Write the balanced chemical equation for the reaction between 
copper(II) oxide and sulfuric acid.

Answer: CuO(s) + H2SO4(aq) g CuSO4(aq) + H2O(l)

110

Nonmetals
1. Nonmetals can be solid, liquid, or gas. They are not lustrous 

and generally are poor conductors of heat and electricity. 

2. Their melting points are generally lower than those of metals 
(although diamond, a form of carbon, is an exception and melts 
at 3570 oC).

3. Under ordinary conditions, seven nonmetals exist as diatomic 
molecules. Five of these are gases (H2,N2,O2,F2, and Cl2), one is 
a liquid (Br2), and one is a volatile solid (I2). Excluding the noble 
gases, the remaining nonmetals are solids that can be either 
hard, such as diamond, or soft, such as sulfur.

4. Because of their relatively large, negative electron affinities, 
nonmetals tend to gain electrons when they react with metals. 
For example, the reaction of aluminum with bromine produces 
the ionic compound aluminum bromide:

2Al(s) + 3Br2(l) g 2AlBr3(s)

111

A nonmetal typically will gain enough electrons to fill its 
outermost occupied p subshell, giving a noble-gas electron 
configuration. For example, the bromine atom gains one 
electron to fill its 4p subshell:Br-: [Ar]4s23d104p6

5. Compounds composed entirely of nonmetals are typically 
molecular substances that tend to be gases, liquids, or low-
melting solids at room temperature. Examples include the 
common hydrocarbons we use for fuel (methane, CH4; propane, 
C3H8; octane, C8H18) and the gases HCl, NH3, and H2S. 

6. Most nonmetal oxides are acidic, which means that those that 
dissolve in water form acids:

CO2(g) + H2O(l) g H2CO3(aq)
P4O10(g) + 6H2O(l) g 4H3PO4(aq)

112

The reaction of carbon dioxide with water accounts for 
the acidity of carbonated water and, to some extent, 
rainwater. Because sulfur is present in oil and coal, 
combustion of these common fuels produces sulfur 
dioxide and sulfur trioxide. These substances 
dissolve in water to produce acid rain, a major 
pollutant in many parts of the world. 

SO2(g) + H2O(l) g H2SO3(aq)

7. Like acids, most nonmetal oxides dissolve in basic 
solutions to form a salt plus water:

Nonmetal oxide + base g salt + water
CO2(g) + 2 NaOH(aq) g Na2CO3(aq) + H2O(l)
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A compound ACl3 (A is an element) has a 
melting point of 112 oC. Would you expect 
the compound to be molecular or ionic? If 
you were told that A is either scandium or 
phosphorus, which do you think is the more 
likely choice?

The melting point of 112 oC is a low one which 
indicates a molecular compound not an ionic 
one. Definitely it cannot be scandium since it 
is a metal that forms ionic compounds. 
Therefore, the element is phosphorous.
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1. Write the balanced chemical equation for the 
reaction of solid selenium dioxide, SeO2(s), 
with a) water, b) aqueous sodium hydroxide.

a. SeO2 is molecular since Se is a nonmetal. It 
reacts as an acid:

SeO2(g) + H2O(l) g H2SeO3(aq)
b. SeO2(g) + 2 NaOH(aq) g Na2SeO3(aq) + 

H2O(l)
2. Write the balanced chemical equation for the 

reaction of solid tetraphosphorus hexoxide 
with water.

P4O6(g) + 6H2O(l) g 4H3PO3(aq)
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Metalloids
Metalloids have properties intermediate between those of metals and 

those of nonmetals. They may have some characteristic metallic 
properties but lack others. For example, the metalloid silicon  looks 
like a metal, but it is brittle rather than malleable and does not conduct 
heat or electricity nearly as well as metals do. Compounds of 
metalloids can have characteristics of the compounds of metals or 
nonmetals.

Several metalloids, most notably silicon, are electrical semiconductors 
and are the principal elements used in integrated circuits and 
computer chips. One of the reasons metalloids can be used for 
integrated circuits is that their electrical conductivity is intermediate 
between that of metals and that of nonmetals. 

Very pure silicon is an electrical insulator, but its conductivity can be 
dramatically increased with the addition of specific impurities called 
dopants. This modification provides a mechanism for controlling the 
electrical conductivity by controlling the chemical composition. 
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Group 1A: The Alkali Metals
1. The alkali metals are soft metallic solids. All have characteristic 

metallic properties, such as a silvery, metallic luster and high 
thermal and electrical conductivity. The name alkali comes 
from an Arabic word meaning “ashes.” Many compounds of 
sodium and potassium, two alkali metals, were isolated from 
wood ashes by early chemists.

2. The alkali metals have low densities and melting points, and 
these properties vary in a fairly regular way with increasing 
atomic number. 

3. We see the usual trends as we move down the group, such as 
increasing atomic radius and decreasing first ionization energy. 
The alkali metal of any given period has the lowest I1 value in 
the period, which reflects the relative ease with which its outer  
s electron can be removed. As a result, the alkali metals are all 
very reactive, readily losing one electron to form ions carrying 
a +1 charge.
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4. The alkali metals exist in nature only as compounds. 
Sodium and potassium are relatively abundant in 
Earth’s crust, in seawater, and in biological systems, 
usually as the cations of ionic compounds. 

5. All alkali metals combine directly with most 
nonmetals. For example, they react with hydrogen to 
form hydrides and with sulfur to form sulfides:

2M(s) + H2(g) g 2 MH(s)
2M(s) + S(s) g 2 M2S(s)

6. In hydrides of the alkali metals (LiH, NaH, and so 
forth), hydrogen is present as the hydride ion, H-. A 
hydrogen atom that has gained an electron, this ion 
is distinct from the hydrogen ion, H+, formed when a 
hydrogen atom loses its electron.
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7. The alkali metals react vigorously with water, 
producing hydrogen gas and a solution of an 
alkali metal hydroxide:

2 M(s) + 2 H2O(l) g 2 MOH(aq) + H2(g)

These reactions are very exothermic. In many 
cases enough heat is generated to ignite the 
H2, producing a fire or sometimes even an 
explosion. The reaction is most violent for 
the heavier alkali metals, in keeping with 
their lower ionization energies.
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8. The reactions between the alkali metals and 
oxygen are complex. Metal oxides, which 
contain the ion, are usually formed:

4 Li(s) + O2(g) g 2 Li2O(s)

When dissolved in water, Li2O and other 
soluble metal oxides form hydroxide ions 
from the reaction of ions with H2O.

9.  In contrast, the other alkali metals react with 
oxygen to form metal peroxides, which 
contain the ion:

2 Na(s) + O2(g) g Na2O2(s)

10. Potassium, rubidium, and cesium also form 
compounds that contain the ion O2

-, which we call 
the superoxide ion. For example, potassium forms 
potassium superoxide, KO2:

K(s) + O2(g) g KO2(s)
Superoxide is a compound with a chemical formula O2

-.  

For potassium superoxide (KO2)
The oxidation number of K is +1, therefore the 

oxidation number of O2
- is -1, and thus each O has an 

oxidation number of -1/2.

120
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11. Although alkali metal ions are colorless, each emits 
a characteristic color when placed in a flame. The 
ions are reduced to gaseous metal atoms in the 
flame. The high temperature excites the valence 
electron from the ground state to a higher-energy 
orbital, causing the atom to be in an excited state. 
The atom then emits energy in the form of visible 
light as the electron falls back into the lower-energy 
orbital and the atom returns to its ground state. 

The light emitted is at a specific wavelength for each 
element, just as we saw earlier for line spectra of 
hydrogen and sodium. The characteristic yellow 
emission of sodium at 589 nm is the basis for 
sodium vapor lamps.
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1. Write a balanced equation for the reaction of 
cesium metal with (a) Cl2(g), (b) H2O(l), (c) 
H2(g).

a. 2Cs(s) + Cl2(g) g 2CsCl(s)
b. 2Cs(s) + 2 H2O(l) g 2 CsOH(aq) + H2(g)
c. 2Cs(s) + H2(g) g 2CsH(s)

2. Write a balanced equation for the reaction 
between potassium metal and elemental 
sulfur.

Answer: 2 K(s) + S(s) g K2S(s) 
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Periodic Properties of the Elements (5)

Basic Concepts of Chemical  Bonding 
Chapter 8 (1)

Lecture 20
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Group 2A: The Alkaline Earth Metals

1. Like the alkali metals, the alkaline earth metals are all solids at 
room temperature and have typical metallic properties. 

2. Compared with the alkali metals, the alkaline earth metals are 
harder and more dense and melt at higher temperatures.

3. The first ionization energies of the alkaline earth metals are low 
but not as low as those of the alkali metals. Consequently, the 
alkaline earth metals are less reactive than their alkali metal 
neighbors. 

The ease with which the elements lose electrons decreases as we 
move across a period and increases as we move down a group. 
Thus, beryllium and magnesium, the lightest alkaline earth 
metals, are the least reactive.
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4. The trend of increasing reactivity within the group is shown by 
the way the alkaline earth metals behave in the presence of 
water. Beryllium does not react with either water or steam, even 
when heated red-hot. Magnesium reacts slowly with liquid 
water and more readily with steam:

Mg(s) + H2O(g) g MgO(s) + H2(g)

Calcium and the elements below it react readily with water at room 
temperature (although more slowly than the alkali metals 
adjacent to them in the periodic table). The reaction between 
calcium and water, for example, is

Ca(s) + 2 H2O(l) g Ca(OH)2(aq) + H2(g)

5. The heavier alkaline earth ions give off characteristic colors 
when heated in a hot flame. Strontium salts produce the 
brilliant red color in fireworks, and barium salts produce the 
green color.
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6. They tend to lose their two outer s electrons and 
form 2+ ions. For example, magnesium reacts with 
chlorine at room temperature to form MgCl2 and 
burns with astonishing brilliance in air to give MgO:

2Mg(s) + O2(g) g 2 MgO(s)

7. In the presence of O2, magnesium metal is protected 
by a thin coating of water-insoluble MgO. Thus, even 
though Mg is high in the activity series, it can be 
incorporated into lightweight structural alloys used 
in, for example, automobile wheels. 

The heavier alkaline earth metals (Ca, Sr, and Ba) are 
even more reactive toward nonmetals than is 
magnesium.

 2 Mg(s) + Cl2(g) g MgCl2(s)
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Hydrogen
Because hydrogen has the electron configuration 1s1

its usual position in the periodic table is above the 
alkali metals. However, hydrogen does not truly 
belong to any particular group. Unlike the alkali 
metals, it is a nonmetal that occurs as a colorless 
diatomic gas, H2(g), under most conditions.

Owing to the complete absence of nuclear screening of 
its sole electron, the ionization energy of hydrogen, 
1312 kJ/mol, is more than double that of any of the 
alkali metals. In fact, hydrogen’s ionization energy is 
comparable to the  I1 values of other nonmetals, 
such as oxygen and chlorine. As a result, hydrogen 
does not lose its valence electron as easily as do the 
alkali metals. Instead, hydrogen shares its electron 
with non-metals and thereby forms molecular 
compounds. 
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Reactions between hydrogen and another nonmetal 
can be quite exothermic, as evidenced by the 
combustion reaction between hydrogen and oxygen 
to form water :

2H2(g) + O2(g) g 2 H2O(l)   ∆H° =-571.7 kJ
Hydrogen reacts with active metals to form solid metal 

hydrides that contain the hydride ion, H-. The fact 
that hydrogen can gain an electron further illustrates 
that it is not truly an alkali metal. In fact, in terms of 
chemical reactivity, hydrogen has more in common 
with the halogens than with the alkali metals.

In addition to its ability to form covalent bonds and 
metal hydrides, probably the most important 
characteristic of hydrogen is its ability to lose its 
electron to form a cation. Indeed, the aqueous 
chemistry of hydrogen is dominated by the H+(aq) 
ion.
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Group 6A: The Oxygen Group
As we proceed down group 6A, there is a change from nonmetallic 

to metallic character. Oxygen, sulfur, and selenium are typical 
nonmetals. Tellurium is a metalloid, and polonium, which is 
radioactive and quite rare, is a metal. 

Oxygen is a colorless gas at room temperature; all of the other 
members of group 6A are solids. Oxygen is encountered in two 
molecular forms,O2 and O3. Because O2 is the more common 
form, people generally mean it when they say “oxygen,” 
although the name dioxygen is more descriptive. The O3 form is 
ozone. 

The two forms of oxygen are examples of allotropes, defined as 
different forms of the same element in the same state.  About 
21% of dry air consists of O2 molecules. Ozone is present in 
very small amounts in the upper atmosphere and in polluted 
air. It is also formed from O in electrical discharges, such as in 
lightning storms:

3O2(g) g 2O3(g) ∆H = 284.6 kJ
Endothermic reactions suggesting that ozone is less stable than 

O2
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Although both O2 and O3 are colorless and therefore do 
not absorb visible light, O3 absorbs certain 
wavelengths of ultraviolet light that O2 does not. 
Because of this difference, the presence of ozone in 
the upper atmosphere is beneficial, filtering out 
harmful UV light.

Ozone and oxygen also have different chemical 
properties. Ozone, which has a pungent odor, is a 
powerful oxidizing agent. Because of this property, 
ozone is sometimes added to water to kill bacteria or 
used in low levels to help purify air. However, the 
reactivity of ozone also makes its presence in 
polluted air near Earth’s surface detrimental to 
human health.

132
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Oxygen has a great tendency to attract electrons from 
other elements (to oxidize them). Oxygen in 
combination with a metal is almost always present 
as the oxide ion, O2-. This ion has a noble-gas 
configuration and is particularly stable. The 
formation of nonmetal oxides is also often very 
exothermic and thus energetically favorable.

In our discussion of the alkali metals, we noted two 
less common oxygen anions, the peroxide ion and 
the superoxide ions. Compounds of these ions often 
dissociate to produce an oxide and O2:

2 H2O2(aq) g 2 H2O(l) + O2(g)   ∆H° =-196.1 kJ
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Sulfur, Selenium, and Tellurium
After oxygen, the most important member of group 6A is sulfur. 

This element exists in several allotropic forms, the most 
common and stable of which is the yellow solid having the 
molecular formula S8. This molecule consists of an eight-
membered ring of sulfur atoms. Even though solid sulfur 
consists of S8 rings, we usually write it simply as S(s) in 
chemical equations to simplify the stoichiometric coefficients.

Like oxygen, sulfur has a tendency to gain electrons from other 
elements to form sulfides, which contain the ion S2-. In fact, 
most sulfur in nature is present as metal sulfides. 
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Sulfur is below oxygen in the periodic table, and the 
tendency of sulfur to form sulfide anions is not as 
great as that of oxygen to form oxide ions. As a 
result, the chemistry of sulfur is more complex than 
that of oxygen. In fact, sulfur and its compounds can 
be burned in oxygen. The main product is sulfur 
dioxide, a major air pollutant:

S(s) + O2(g) g SO2(g)

Below sulfur in group 6A is selenium, Se. This 
relatively rare element is essential for life in trace 
quantities, although it is toxic at high doses. There 
are many allotropes of Se, including several eight-
membered ring structures that resemble the S8 ring.
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The next element in the group is tellurium, Te. Its 
elemental structure is even more complex than that 
of Se, consisting of long, twisted chains of Te—Te 
bonds. 

Both Se and Te favor the oxidation state (-2), as do O 
and S.

From O to S to Se to Te, the elements become 
increasingly metallic. 

The thermal stability of group 6A compounds with 
hydrogen decreases down the column: H2O>H2S 
>H2Se>H2Te, with H2O, water, being the most stable 
of the series.
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Group 7A: The Halogens
Unlike the group 6A elements, all the halogens are 

typical nonmetals. Their melting and boiling points 
increase with increasing atomic number. 

Fluorine and chlorine are gases at room temperature, 
bromine is a liquid, and iodine is a solid. Each 
element consists of diatomic molecules: F2,Cl2,Br2, 
and I2.

Astatine, which is both extremely rare and radioactive, 
is omitted because many of its properties are not yet 
known.

The halogens have highly negative electron affinities. 
Thus, it is not surprising that the chemistry of the 
halogens is dominated by their tendency to gain 
electrons from other elements to form halide ions.
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Fluorine and chlorine are more reactive than bromine 
and iodine. In fact, fluorine removes electrons from 
almost any substance with which it comes into 
contact, including water, and usually does so very 
exothermically, as in the following examples:

SiO2(s) + 2 F2(g) g SiF4(g) + O2(g)   ∆H =-704.0 kJ
2 H2O(l) + 2 F2(g) g 4 HF(aq) + O2(g) ∆H =-758.9 kJ

The halogens react directly with most metals to form 
ionic halides. The halogens also react with hydrogen 
to form gaseous hydrogen halide compounds:

H2(g) + X2 g 2 HX(g)
These compounds are all very soluble in water and 

dissolve to form the hydrohalic acids.
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Chlorine is the most industrially useful of the 
halogens. In 2008, total production was 21 
billion pounds, making it one of the top ten 
most produced chemicals in the United 
States. Unlike fluorine, chlorine reacts slowly 
with water to form relatively stable aqueous 
solutions of HCl and HOCl (hypochlorous 
acid):

Cl2(g) + H2O(l) g HCl(aq) + HOCl(aq)

Chlorine is often added to drinking water and 
swimming pools, where the HOCl(aq) that is 
generated serves as a disinfectant.
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Group 8A: The Noble Gases
The group 8A elements, known as the noble gases, are all 

nonmetals that are gases at room temperature. They are all 
monatomic (that is, they consist of single atoms rather than 
molecules). 

The high radioactivity of radon (Rn, atomic number 86) has limited 
the study of its reaction chemistry and some of its properties.

The noble gases have completely filled s and p subshells. All 
elements of group 8A have large first ionization energies, and 
we see the expected decrease as we move down the column. 

Because the noble gases possess such stable electron 
configurations, they are exceptionally unreactive. In fact, until 
the early 1960s the elements were called the inert gases 
because they were thought to be incapable of forming chemical 
compounds.
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In 1962, Neil Bartlett at the University of British Columbia 
reasoned that the ionization energy of Xe might be low enough 
to allow it to form compounds. In order for this to happen, Xe 
would have to react with a substance with an extremely high 
ability to remove electrons from other substances, such as 
fluorine. Bartlett synthesized the first noble-gas compound by 
combining Xe with the fluorine-containing compound PtF6.

Xenon also reacts directly with F2(g) to form the molecular 
compounds XeF2,XeF4, and XeF6. Krypton has a higher I1 value 
than xenon and is therefore less reactive. In fact, only a single 
stable compound of krypton is known, KrF2. 

In 2000, Finnish scientists reported the first neutral molecule that 
contains argon, the HArF molecule, which is stable only at low 
temperatures.


